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Discussion of the Asian crisis included analysis of its national idiosyncrasies and structural change,
the winners and losers of the crisis (Greater China as a winner and overseas Chinese in Southeast
Asia as losers), and the positive medium to long-term prospects for Asia. These possible
outcomes include an end to labour bottlenecks and an improvement in the quality of Asia's
financial infrastructure. Discussion also included possible responses to and consequences of the
crisis, such as the removal of fixed exchange rates, the threat of global deflation, the questionable
ability of the US and Japan to increase their imports from the Asian economies, and
corresponding debt issues. Businesses were approaching the crisis with cautious optimism, as
business itself is not being cancelled, especially in the high-tech sector. The greatest impact of the
crisis was considered to be in the traditional resource-based industries, with British Columbia
companies especially vulnerable in this regard. It was also noted that Canada should give greater
consideration to outward investment as a responses to the Asian crisis and begin to strengthen its
investment in the region in light of potential inflows of profit, royalty and dividend repatriation.
The dominant commodity mentality was considered to be a factor in the way that Canada has
been affected by the Asian crisis and needed to be replaced by an entrepreneurial mentality, in
essence identifying and meeting market needs in traditional primary industries.

The social impacts of the crisis were discussed in the second of the roundtables; these included
large-scale labour migration, deteriorating social conditions and growing unrest due to growing
unemployment, demoralisation, with variations among South Korea, Indonesia and Thailand as a
result of differences among them regarding labour movements and democratic processes.

Policy responses to the crisis were noted to have to deal with choices between socio-economic
groups, between consumption and investment, and among different ways of protecting
consumption. The crisis was also noted to have created an opportunity to discuss labour and
other social issues in the various regional fora. At the same time, it was reported that there was a
growing intolerance ofNGO activities in the région, especially those who publicised the plight of
the poor and that many international aid agencies in the region are ill-equipped to confront the
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Introduction

The current economic turmoil in Asia has cast doubt on what was widely touted

throughout the early 1 990s as the coming of the Pacific Century. Some joumnalists and

scholars are openly questioning if the Asian Miracle is over, or if it ever happened.

lronically, Canada's biggest show of commitmnent to Asia was in 1997, when it hosted

APEC and declared Canada's Year of Asia Pacific (CYAP). A fitting end to, the year

would have been an upbeat APEC Leaders Meeting in Vancouver set against another

record-breaking performance on Canada-Asia trade and investment. According to this

score, the legacy of CYAP would have been a new era of dloser political, economic,

and people-to-people ties with Asia.

lnstead, the dominant tune on Asia in the first part of 1998 has been a requiem. The

Asian downtumn, first dubbed as a "currency' crisis, then a T financial" crisis, is

increasingly described without a qualifier - what is going on in many parts of Asia has

now sfrayed from economics into the social and political realms. As the crisis moves

deeper into the non-economic spheres, it becomes more complex, unpredictable, and

less prone to simple remedies. For a country which remains far less a Pacific economny

in substance than it is in name, Canada runs the risk of responding to this complexity

with either a business-as-usual attitude or a policy of radical disengagement.

To deepen its own understanding of the Asian crisis, the Asia Pacific Foundation of

Canada organised a roundtable in Vancouver on February 2, 1998. Twenty-nine senior

representatives from govemrment, industry, and academia attended the meeting, which

was chaired by Dr David Dodge, former Deputy Minister of Finance and currently

Senior Distinquished Fellow in Public Policy at the University of British Columbia and

hours of
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This report summanses the roundtable discussion s. In keepiflg wîth Chatham House

miles, comments are not attributed to individuals. White every attempt has been made

to be faithful to the points raised, some amount of interpretation and reordern§ is

inevitable. There was no attempt to reach a consensus on any given point and on

some points, there were clearly differing opinions. Due to the time limitations, many

insightful points raised were not given due attention. Some of these are presented,

with limited commerltary, in Annex B. There was strong support for follow-up

roundctables, both to reasseSS the evolving situation and to discuss in greater depth

specific aspects of the cnisis such as the role of China, social impacts, and business

opportunities for Canadiari firms.

The Asia Pacific Foundation of Canada would like to thank the roundtable guests for

their participation, without which this report would not be possible. Special thanks also

to Dr David Dodge who did a supérb job of moderating the meeting. Any errors and

omissions are of course the sole responsibility of the editor.

1.0 Analysiflg the Cr1515

National Idiosyncrasies and Structural Change

On a day which opened with the news that the Hang Seng stock market index shot up

14 percent ovemight, it was perhaps surprising that no one took the view that the Asian

culsis was merely a cyclical downtum. The feeling that changes underway in Asia were

of a structural nature was widely held, even though opinions differed as to the pace and

'- - -*.-.-.-. cf ie-+ irAl ,rhance already underway or
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According to one hypothesis, the transmission of the crisis across Asian economies,

also known as "contagion", was due to the presence of national <idosyncrasies"'. These

idiosyncrasies were generally known in financial market circles (eg. pegged exchange

rates, weak banks, asset bubbles in Thailand, political cronyism in lndonesîa, and

unproductive borrowing in Korea), but what caught most observers by surprise was the

speed with which financial markets shifted their attention from one national idiosyncrasy

to another. The speculative attacks on currencies were merely manifestations of market

forces trying to get at a deeper malaise.

It was suggested that the markets are not flnished with their correction of national

idiosyncrasies and that even industrialised countries could be vuinerabte. For North

America markets, the test is likely to corne in the mun-up to the US presideritial election,

when trade pressures due to an anticipated flood of imports from Asia will coincide with

a presidential election in the United States. Canadiari financial markets wiIl likely be

tested at this time too, as the economy is impacted directly or indirectly by trade

imbalanoes with Asia and by the possibility of American trade actions.

Winners and Losers in the, Asian Crisis

One view has it that the winners are Greater China - China, Hong Kong and Taiwanl -

and the losers are overseas Chinese from Southeast Asia, Japan, and Korea. The

optimism about Greater China is based on the fact that these three economies have sa

far been relatively unscathed by the current crisis, and the possibility that China will

emerge as an important market for the region's exports. However, the participants were

reminded of China's internat problems, principally the enormous debt load of the state-

owned enterprises and the insolvency of its banking system. How China will manage

. - ---- 4. ;ýnv%+nt vnriâble in Asia's mediumi to long
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these networks overestimated the stability of their uidiosyncraticu pan-Asian commercial

system. The overseas Chinese stand to lose the most from the removal of these

idiosyncrasies or, lessi euphemistically, from the elimination of the special ties between

many ethnic Chinese businessmen and political elites.

More fnightening is the possibility that ethnic Chinese minorities in Southeast Asia MIl

be victimised. In Indonesia, ethnic Chinese businesspeoPle are already being put up

as scapegoats and have been subject to Iooting and police interrogation. Any spread

of this sentiment across the region could be extremely destabilising. It could invite a

response from China, which has historically taken an interest in the fate of the overseas

Chinese, and as recently as the 1960s took in Southeast Asian Chinese wîth

communist sympathies who were facing persecution because of their ethnicity. Even

though Beijing now recogniseS that the overseas Chinese are citizens of their adopted

lands, the commercial lînkages with these commuflitieS have neyer been so strong, and

could form the basis for an intervention from the mainland.

Many developing Asian countries had hoped that Japan would provide capital

leadership in the wake of the crisis. However, this leadership has not materialised.

lndeed, the notion of an Asian Fund first mooted by Japan at the Hong Kong lMFIWodd

Bank meetings in September 1997 gained momentui right up to the APEC Leaders

Meeting in Vancouver but has since that time disappeared. Japan's future position in

Asia is by no means certain, but one important determinant could be whether it

emerges as a technological teader/insider or a technological followerloutsider with

~- - -- A -z ~*~ f-u +hikini zthntt qlternative futures is
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Somepartcipnts uesiold i theChiaJpan relationship was as pivotai to Asia'S

future as the China-US relationship, but a,, agreed that China is an important vaiben

any eguation. insofar as the US policY towards China is driven by domnestiC

considerations, the run up to thle 1999 US PresiClential election, which wililIikely

coincide with a growiflg US current account deficit, mwill be an limportant test of that key

relationshiP. A deteriorating relatioflship would have niplications for China's accession

to the VVTCQ, and the level Of Ameican support for China's bid. 1h15l in tum would have

implications for China'5 illingness and abilitY to play by global rules of trade and

inveStrnent.

After the Crisissipriiat ettathmdumt

Despite the very serious nature of the current cdiipriiat etta h eimt

long term prospects for Asia remain very positive. Some of the possible outcornes Of

the crisis include:

eA quantulm leap in the quality of Asia's financal infratructure and a much more

competitive envir Onment for financlal services. The major Arneican and European

financial institutions stand to benefit the most fromn these changes to the financial

landscaPe. Asian banks will have to ramp up their capabilities dramatically in order

to compete in this tougher business environment- The corollary to this point is that

changes in Asia will further encourage the current wave Of bank mergers, which

thp worid with a relatively small number of global banks in as littie as
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" For industriaised country firmns, the change in the relative benefits of expoîting to or

jnvestiflg in Asia will impact on corporate strategy. To the extent that this change

favours overseas investmeflt, it is likely to create tossitia teensosd cnoiCall

because of potential de-industrialisatîon and joblseSndelPdecfoi.

" Over a five-year horizon, several Asian stock markets are expected to outPerforT

the US stock market by at least three tîmeS. Exchange rates witI, however, continue

to be a major risk factor.

2.0 Respofldilg toi the Crisis: Mofley, Markets, and Moral Hlazard

The early phase of the crisis, which was marked by denial on the part of some Asian

econornies and a Iack of publicly-available information on the extent of the problerns, is

now largely over. The precipitous declifles in Asian currency and equity market values

have foroed the Most seriously-affected countries to seek help from the International

Monetary Fund (IMF). This is a familiar role for the IMF, yet it is challenged as neyer

before because of the number of couitries reqLliriflg assistance and the magnitude of

thei r problems. Somne participants felt that the more rapid spread of contagion and the

greater severity of the crisis compareCi to previoIJs episodes is due in part to

technological advarlces in financial markets, the creation of new financial instruments,

and the influenc e of a relatively smail number of global funds with enormfous assets.

The rote of hedge funds as such - a subject that was giveri much attention during the

APEC Leaders' Meeting, mostly at the Malaysiafl Prime Minister's insistence - was

thought to be small.

\AMI thp crisis lead to international restrictions on capital mobility? The roundtable was
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Paradox of Thrft

To the extent that: the risis has a second and perhaps even third wave, and that the

standard IMF prescription is handed out in each round, it was pointed out that the

g lobai economy could be faced with a -paradox of thrift". The paradox, first put forward

by John Maynard Keynes, is that white it may be in the best interest of individual actors

in an economy to reduce spendiflg duning an econiomic downturfl, it would flot be in the

interest of the economy as a whole if most or ail economc actors reduced spending at

the same Urne. A reiated threat 15 that of global deflatiori. Generally, participants feit

that white deflation in the sense of falling prices is already a reality, especialiy in

international commodity markets and more widely in Japan, the threat of a 1930s-type

depressiori is less likely because of industrialised govemnmefits'ability (and presumed

wvillingness) ta act in a counter-cycical fashion, especially on monetary policy.

Even if global deflation does not set in, the ability of the Asian economies ta export:

their way out of the crisis wili depend on whether or not there îs sufficierit global

demand for their exports. The United States and Japan are the two most important

destinations for Asian exports, yet the ability of either economy ta increase imports on a

large-enough scale is questionable. Table 1 shows principal export destinations of

major Asian economies, and their continued reliance on the US and Japanese markets.

Who will be the Engine of Growth?

The United States is already experienciulg its longest economTic expansion in the post-

war period, and there are doubts if this can carry on for much longer. Furthermore, it is

flot clear that either financial markets or the US electorate will tolerate a burgeorlifg US

V%+fl3IInqq of iobs in sanie sectors, notabîy

US current
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Roundtable on the Asian Cnîsis

Japan has been in recession or growth recession for most of the 1990s and does not

look promisiflg as an engine of growth for the world economy. The ongoing problemrs

iri the Japanese financial system have been exacerbated by the Asian crisis, and the

govemmelts attempts to reflate either through fiscal or monetaly polîcy have so far not

had lastiflg succ8ss. Japan is different from the other Asian economîes in that its debt

problem is a domestic one and that the Japanese govemnment has the means to

address the problem using its own resources rather than retying on foreign financiflg.

However, the willingfless of the govemnment to take swift remedial action, which would

in effect mean the failure of more financial institutions, remains highly questionable.

The absence of an obvious engine of growth for the world economy led many

participants to be doubtful about a rapid export-led recovery for the Asian economlies.

Debt vs Equity in the Evalviflg Cr1515

The financial dimensions of the crisis are moving into the next phase, which will be

dominated by questions of debt moratoria, nationalisation of debt, and debt

restructuring 1 rescheduliflg negotiations. VVith it will corne a new set of issues such as

bankruptcy legisiation (some of the affected economies have very poorly developed

laws), competition policy, debt-equity swaps, and securitization of debt, which coutd

1--4 tn thp deeneninq of Asian bond markets.
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worid for retumns- and îh) the perception that industrialised country equity markets (in

particular the Us) are becornîifg overvalued. Some participants feareci that the rush of

funds back to Asia might lead to a starvation of capital for Canadian firms, especitally

smal-to-mediurn size niche-plaYers-

3.0 Risk and Reward: implications for Business

Business representatives at the roundtable briefed the group on the impact of the crîsis

on their compaflieS. The feeling was one of cautioUS optimfisrn. Business was not as

good as might be expected, but there was stili mofleY to be made in Asia. In the high

technologY sector, Asian clients during the years of headY gro'Nth were inclined to

purchase the most sophisticated (and expensive) products with ail the belis and

whistles included, irrespective of their needs. In the present environment, many of

themn are turning ta less extravagant alternatives rather than cancelling the purchases

altogether.

Current forecasts for Canada-Asia people-to-people exchanges are surpîisingly

positive, under the circurnstances. While travel between Canada and Hong KongI

Japan is expected ta be flat or slightly positive in 1998, travel to and from China and

Taiwan is expected ta show strong growth. Even in the area of Canadian education

exports, the early signs are that the level of enquiries at Canadian Education Centres in

Asia has not declined. The traditional Asian emphasis on investing in a quality

education combined wîth the improved competitiveness of Canadian sohools will likely

- . , irn=nt in the vears ahead.

wili be
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Outward investmneft: A Neglected option?seomaiv

The threat of heightefled competition from Asian' producers becauseo- asv

curreflcy devaluation was discussed at some length. it was pointed out that Manly

Asian producers, especially in the most severelY affected ecoflomies, may not be able

to take advafltage of the lower curreflcy if they also have high levels of foreigfl debt.

Even compaflies without sigrilficarit foreigfl debt exposure are beiflg starved of trade

credits, which makes it impossible for them to export. Yet, even if these companies go

under, the assets previously under their control are likely to be acquired by other

parties, probably international competitors, who will then be in a position to take

advantage of the lower cost of production.

lndeed, many companies from industrialised countries are lookiflg for bargains in the

afterlflath of the crisis. For some of themn, the need to invest overseas may have as

much to do with survival as it has to do with growth. Yet there has hitiierto been little

such discussion in the Canadian corporate sector. The unwilliflgfles to look at

Canadian outward investmeflt as a response to the Asian crisis is consistent with

Canada's weak foreign direct investrfeflt record in Asia and may have as much to do

with goverflment and public attitudes to outward investrfent as it has to do with

corporate decisiofla.

The popular view of Canadian outward investmeflt is that it exporta jobs and returns

littie benefit to Canada. However, this view overlooka the potential for sizeable infiows

of profit, royalty and dividefld repattiation to Canada that mnay represent a more steady

- -- - ,rnrit sales. Furthermfore,
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facing a long-term decline that can be arrested to some extent by finding new markets,

cost-cutting, and overseas investmeflt, but the econoriy as a whole wiIl be dragged

down if the pace of diversification into higher-valued industries does flot quicken.

The problem is not in the pnimary resourCes themselves but in the commodity nature of

these types of busînesses, which are characterised by given world prices, movement of

capital to towest-cost production bases, and the use of yesterday'5 technologies. tni

this sense, automobiles and semicoriductors may also be considered commodity

industries. One generally neglected aspect of the Asian crisis, for example, is the

downtumn in the global semiconductor/electroflics market which preceded the financial

crisis. The contînued weakness in these markets will exacerbate the economic

slowdown in Malaysia, Singapore, and Korea.

Participants agreed that the dominant commcidity mentality in Canadian business has

to be replaced by an entrepreneurial mentality. This would mean drawing on Canada's

most important competitive advantage, which is braifi power. It was pointed out that

such a transformation is tantamouflt to a cultural change in Canadian society. The

dominant question in the entreprenleurial mentalîty is not uhow to engineer a product"

but uhow to identify and meet market needsm. Participants gave examples of Canadian

companies that demonstrated this kind of ingenuity, inctuding BC Nothouse - a

producer of high-end vegetables - and the hog industry in Saskatchewanl, which not

only survived the eliminatiofi of the Crow rate but has grown significantly in recent

years as a result of innovation.

- ~:j ~ .anho iannlied ini "tiaditional"
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Annex B

"Sidebar" Issues Raised During the Roundtable Discussion

Labour market conditions
One outcome of the crisis is sure to be unemploymeflt, a problem which many Asian

economies have flot dealt with in years. The repatiatiofi of foreign labourers back to

Indonesia and the Philippines might affect the polîtical and economic stability of both

the source and host economies. Participants also wondered about potential changes in

corporate investment and production decisions, with a retum to more labour-intensive

production processes, and the effects this woutd have on the composition of trade

flows and regional competitivefless.

Reserve currency issues
WNUl the rise of the European Monetary Union (EMU)Is Euro threaten the dominant rote

of the US dollar in international trade and as a reserve currency? If so, what are the

impacts of this on the US economy? 'NUli a successful Euro affect the ability of the US

economny to help pullAsia out of crisis?

Nationalisation of debt
In contrast to the Latin American debt crisis of the early 1980s and the Mexican peso

crisis in 1994, both of which were characterised by sovereigfl debt problems, the bulk

of Asia's debt is corporate in origin. In the absence of clearty defined bankruptcy law,

how wilI Asian financial systems deal with widespread corporate defaults? Will debt

and real estate securitisation emerge? MIli an active corporate bond market evolve?

'Nill much of the corporate debt be effectively nationalised, as is happening in Korea?
--. .. .. -1 @,-%i n I mrinr ziltpmntive ta the development of a

~bt thusgreater transparency inabtthus
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pilars of the ASEAN way: non-interferefloe in the domestic affairs of its member states.

If ASEAN is to play an effective leadership role in resolving regiomal Securlty issues,

averting future financial crises, or brokering relations between the region and the West,
such compromise may be unavoidable.

Management ResponseS
In light of the Asian crisis, somne Canadian banks and financial institutions may shift

their attention (iLe., human and financial capital) away from their international

operations and focus on domestic opportunities instead. Aside from leaving these

institutions ill-equipped to identify opportuflities in the wake of the crisis, this adjustment

in prioriies will affect their capacity to analyse the full impact of the crisis on the

Canadian economy. Furthermore, it may hamper their ability to see the subsequent

Impact the crisis may have on countries like Brazil and, in particular, Russia - two

countries that some expect will experience similar difficulties in the near future.

Transparency
One of the expected outcomes of the Asian cisis is increased transparency in those

countries that have been subject to IMF restructuririg. The question remains, however,

how long this renaissance will last as some participants suggested that it may be for a

limited Uime only. The govemments concemed may only meet the IMF's demands for

transparency until the crisis is over, after which they will retumn to 'business as usual'.

Moral Hazard
While the issue of moral hazard was raised by some participants, no consensus

emerged as to whether or flot this was a significant concemn. While some cited the

apparent failure of banking and financial executives to undertake thorough risk

assessment, others wondered if the banks and financial institutions that made

imprudent lending decisions through the late I 980sIearty 1990s were bearing their

share of the responsibility.

Implications for Canadian Foreign Policy
The social impacts of the cisis, including a possible rise in poverty, rural-urban

eiinrIlr-,=mnnt nf workers. BDersecution of minorities, and the use
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crisis, but this has to be set against IMFIVVTO/APEC commitmnents and the desîre of
govemments for internatonal respecibility. There MIl also be the inevitable talk of
greater Asian interdependence and self-help. Some economies have become less
safe places for westemers to work, but so far this development has less to do wîth anti-
western attitudes than with domestic unrest
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